
Ever Never

Name: Date: __/__/20__

A thicker attendance than he had ________ seen!1. ever

She was ready for every emergency, and ________ failed to give the right
comfort, at the right time.
2. never

Stephen went away-he was very angry-and I have ________ seen him
since.
3. never

It would ________ do to put them in entirely in thin fine strokes, for they
would be sure to look hard.
4. never

It remains, and it seems to us as though it must remain for ________, an
ideal attained.
5. ever

________ before had she been so well disposed towards the old man.6. Never

These are the noblest, the greatest words ________ uttered by human lips,
or heard by human ear.
7. ever

He is so amiable, that I pronounce you will love him, if ________ you
become acquainted with him.
8. ever

Of course, it became more rampant than ________.9. ever

Hugh was more tired than he had ________ been in his life.10. ever

Oliver looked as unconcerned and indifferent as ________.11. ever

________ shall I forget the sight of the dead and dying Russians on the
field.
12. Never

I have ________ seen the wheat better in general, in this part of the
country, than it is now.
13. never

________, ________, ________, shrieked my soul.14. Never never never

I ________ thought of that before but its 'light' muscles aren't strong
enough to lift the limb.
15. never
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It was the first time she had ________ taken part in a conversation
illuminated by any ideas.
16. ever

My parents are dead; I ________ knew them; for my father died before I
was born, and my mother followed him to the grave when I was a year old.
17. never

So I thought, as I looked out of my window that morning and for many
mornings after that, and every day it all seemed more real than ________
before, and much nearer.

18.
ever

Above all I want you to understand that she has not the least idea that I
have sent for you, and you must promise me ________, ________, ________
to let her know.

19.
never never never

His feeling of fatigue afterwards proved to him that this was harder work
than he had ________ done at home; but he did not feel it so at the time.
20.

ever
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